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Cyclic Undrained Strength of Sand by
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1. mTRODUCTION

At present, the easiest andthe most popular method to

evaluateundrained cychc strength of sand is cyclic triaxial

test withuniform loading (see Fig. 1 (a)). However, the stress

condition of the sand sample in a cyclic triaxialtest does not

match in situ stress condition of level ground during earth-

quake motion as closely as does the stress conditionina

simple shear test. The stress condition most similar to in situ

condition is acl止eved in cyclic simple shear tests With random

loading. Neverthless, this kind of testing is not popular

because it is not easy to perform (see Table 1).

Therefore, to use test results by conventionalcyclic

triaxial　test adequately for design purposes, it is first

necessary to know theーrelationship between cyclic strength

by cyclic triaxialtest with unifrom loading and cyclic

strength by cycuc simple shear test with random loading.

So far, several different types of cyclic undrained simple

shear tests have been performed (Peacock and Seed (1968),

Finn, Pickering and Bransby (1971), DeAlba, Seed and Chan

(1976)). The horizontal stress was not measured in any of

these tests, nor could it be controued independently of the

verticalstress. Therefore, it was difficult to compare directly

the test results by cyclic simple shear testswiththose of

cyclic triaxialtests.

On the other hand, cyclic undrained torsional simple

shear tests in which the horizontal stress could be controned

independently of the verticalstress have been performed by
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Ishihara and Li (1972) and Ishibashi and Sherif(1974). They

used initialliquefaction as a failure eriteriaand specimens of

only one kind of density were tested. Recently, it has been

recognized that initial liquefaction is not neccessarily a good

criteriOn for failure especiauy for denser sands. FurthemlOre,

methods of preparlng Samples have significant effects on

cyclic undrained triaxial strengths as reported by Ladd

(1974) and Mulilis etal. (1977). However, these effects have

not been examined for cyclic undrained simple shear tests･

f cycllC Load

Pr･essuL : Transducer

T

Vertical Load

Fig. I Schematic Diagrams of Cyclic Triaxial Device

and Cyclic Simple ShearDevice at UTCC.
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Table 1 Comparison aJnOmg Different Laboratory Tests

CYCLIC TRIAXIAL TEST WITH

UNIFORM LOADING

cYCuC SIMPLE SHEAR TEST

WtTti UNIFORM LOADING

CYCLIC SlMPLE StIEAR TEST

WlTH RANDOM LOADING

ADVANTAGE 禰uE4�Ed�薀�tR�

Themostpopular Theeasiesttoperform Themostsim弘artoinsitucon- ditionofleVelgrounddu血g earthquakemotion 疲�6蒙免�'F��6宥V6�F友柳��

oflevelgroundduringearthquake 

motion Notpopular 

Noteasytoperform 

In this study, cyclic undrained simple shear tests

in which　the horizontal　stress could be controlled

independently of the verticalstress and could be measured

were performed. In addition, specimens withawide range of

density prepared by two different methods were testcd both

for cyclic simple shear tests and for cyclic triaxial tests. A

failure (liquefaction) criterion defined by doubleamplitude

strain was adopted to analyze test data. It was found that

while the effect of sample preparation method on. cyclic

undrained triaxialstrength is significant, this was notthe case

for cyclic undrained simple shear strength.

-　2. TESTMATERIAL

Monterey No. 0 sand, a colmrLerCially available washed

and sieved beach sand, was selected for this study. This is a

uniform subround sand which has beenwidely used for

liquefaction studies. The specific gravity of this sand is 2･65,

the maximum void ratio is 0.85, theminimum void ratio is

0.56, the mean diameter.Dso. equals O36rnm andthe

coefficient of unifomity is about 1.5.

3. TEST PROGRAM

For cyclic undrained triaxial tests, four different relative

densities were selected: 45%, 60%, 70% and　80% (see

Table 2). For cyclic simple 'shear tests, three different relative

Table2

densities were selected as 45%, 60% and 80%. Each sample

was prepared so that the sample had specified relative density

after consolidatign.

To prepare specimens, two different sample preparation

methods were adopted for bothtriaxial and simple shear

tests, namely wet tamping and pluviation throughair. The

wet tampng method is a method of compactins moist coarse

grain material in which the materialis placed in layers with

each layer compacted to a prescribed dry unit weight. The

procedures are described in detail elsewhere (Ladd (1978)).

This method was used by Silver et al.(1976) to define the

cyckc triaxialstrength of Monterey No. 0 sand by a

cooperative soil testing program performed by eight

organizations. On the other hand, it has been reported by

Ladd (1974) and Mulihs etal.(1977)that sample preparation

methods have a significant effect on cyclic undmined triaxial

strcngth　of sand. For this reason, the other method,

pluviation　血rough　air was adopted to reconstitute

spednens･ The procedure consists of pluviating air dry sand

into a mold from a tube keeping the height of fining

constant. This method is described in detail elesewhere

(Mulilis etal. (1977)). h this study, the diameter of the out･

let tube was 4.4 cm. Pluviating air dry soil can be considered

to be a better血tulation of depositing soils in nooding of

Test Program

CYCLⅠCTRⅠAXIALTEST �5�4ﾈuD58uDﾕ�ﾄ%4У�%DU5B�

RELAVⅠVE DENSITY (港) 鼎Rﾃc�ﾃs�ﾃ���45,60,80 

SAMPLE 付UED�ﾕ�uD舩�脾�WETTAMPⅠNGAND 

PREPARATION METHOD ��ﾇD･d��D簸薀�$�t��ﾅ"�PLtJVIATIONTHROUGHAIR 
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Table 3　Sample Preparation, Sample Characteristics and Testing Procedure

Wave 波&W�VV�7��Loadhg 免��B�PistoⅠt seal �7F�R�Specimen �7�V6ﾖﾆV��Spe血lem 夫7GF�ﾗ�匁r�

forTll 免��､妨%｢�equIPment �6Vﾆﾂ�版F�"�dia∬leter �&没③�TTlade �6���7F柳��Scarify 夫�FW"�D也mロer 

draJnage 蒙ﾖﾒ�mmm 尾��6Vﾆﾂ�hyers 僂Ontent, % 濡7�V6蒙V��

Cyclic T Test �6匁R�1 ��觚Vﾖ�Fﾄ2�Outside of the cen ���"�Large Brass 田��153 蘭W2�6 蘭W2�8 ��絣�

Cydic Simple ShearTest �6匁R�0,5 ��觚Vﾖ�F�2�Inside of the Gen �&Vﾆﾆ�2�Small Brass 都��20 蘭W2�2 蘭W2�8 ��絣�

Jdembrame ntlmber 磐Vﾖ'&�ｧFR�F�6ｶ觚72�Time to �&�6ｲ��&W77W&R��PrCSSuEC 幡潰f�ﾇVR�

in mm �6�GDﾇ&�FR�in kN/m2 僵��ｴ莓ﾓ"�

Cycuc T血l Test �"�0.30 �6��100 �G6�&���2�����ﾓ����>0一96 

Cyclic Simple Shea=Test ���0.64 �&��100 0Ⅰ 200 ��ｧU4�$���2���3ﾖﾄ���ッﾓC��>0.96 

rivers or in uncompacted hydraulic filling under water than

tamping moist soil. Carbone dioxide was used to achieve high

saturation easily forall spechens.

The test procedures for cycliCundrained triaxialtests in

this study followed those suggested by Silver et al.(1976) as

described in Table 3. The test procedure for cyclic simple

shear tests adoped in this studywill be described in detail in

the next section.

4. CYCLIC tJNDMNED SnIPLE SHEAR TEST

The cyclic simple shear apparatus used in this study can

provide a hydrostatic confinhg pressure to the vertical faces

of a circular simple shear specimcrL by u血g a Pressure

chamber (Fig. I).Anunreinforced conventionalrubber

membrane was used to confide a specimen. With this

equipment, it is possible to controlthe total horizontal stress

during consolidation. Furthermore, by knowing both total

horizontalstress and pore pressure, the effective horizontal

stress can be easily calculated. This is a significaLlt advantage

over the NGI-type simple shear apparatus in which a

reinforced membrane is used to enclose a specimen. A simple

shear specimen has dimensions of 70 mmindiameter and

20 mm in height. Grains of Monterey No. 0 sand wereglued

to the surfaces of the top cap and the pedestalto develop

sufrlCient seating for the sand. Specimen were fTlrSt COnSOu-

dated isotropically to oT;-高三40 kN/m2 ( oT is effective

vertical stress and o7 is effective horizontalstress). Then,

effective verticalstress was increased to 100 kN/m2. After

consolidating a specimen under an anisotropIC Stress

condition for 2 hours, a cyclic undrained test was performed.

During a cyclic test,the pedestal was fixed to prevent any

movement. Horizontalcyclic load was applied to the top

cap which was guided horizontally sothat it did not rotate

and did not rock. During a cyclic test, totalhorizontal

stress, which was hydrostatic stress, was kept constant. Since

there was no verticaldeformation in a specimen, total

verticalstress was decreasing whenthe specimen was going to

TEST KC-6　D,-600/0,万V.-100 kN/m2, 7fhc-40 kN/m2

:･ --　':T

.･.■■llll.･._________一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一■一一一一一一一一一■ll一一一-

Fig. 2　Recorded Shear Stress, Total　Vertical Stress Decrease, Horizontal

Disphcement, and Excessive Pore Pressure Time mstory for Wet Tamped

Monterey No･ 0 Sand ( D,- 60%, 5Toc=100kN/m2, 6Thc-40 kN/m2)
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Fig. 3　Recorded Relationship between Shear Stress

and Excessive Pore Pressure for Wet Tamped

Monterey No. 0 Sand (see Fig. 2)

liquefy. This change in verticalload was measured with

a rigid load cell placed Just above the top cap･ Testing

procedures for simple shear testing are listed in Table 3･

During cyclic tests, both verticalstrah and volumetic

strain were zero. Therefore, horizontal　strain can be

considered zero during cyclic loading, similarly to in situ

condition in level ground subjected to earthquake motion･

A typicaltime history of shear stress, total vertical stress

decrease, horizontal displacement and excessive pore pressure

obtained for a wet tamped specimen of D,- 60% is shown

in Fig･ 2･Also the recorded relat10nShop between shear stress

and excessive pore pressure for this test is shown in Fig･ 3l

It may be seen from Fig･ 2 that under a constant honzontal

cyclic shear stress, the total verticalstress decreases and the

exessive pore pressure increases until cycle 1 l wherethe

excessive pore pressure equals the initial effective horizontal

stress, namely 40 kN/m2. ln addition, it may be seen that at

this moment the summation of excessive pore pressure and

total vertical stress decrease equals the initial effective

verticalstress, namely 100 kN/m2 , which is defined as initial

liquefaction. Furthermore, it may be seen that fluctuation

of excessive pore water pressure beforeinitial liquefaction is

very small. This phenomenon is very different from that in

cyclic triaxial test･ It may bealso seen from Fig･ 2 that very

small cyclic defわrmations were induced in the specimen until

approximately cycle 10, after which cyclic deformations

were built up until 5.6% double amplitude shear strain was

measured in cycle 12 and 15.4% double amplitude shear

strainwas measured in cycle 14. The form of this trace is

typical of the results obtained in this study･

(to be continued)
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